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Insights and research
The expert opinion and research driving our investment decisions.

QUICK LINKS
	Global Macro Research
	Insights
	Sustainability
	Podcasts







Insights


[image: Net-zero stewardship: an engagement-led approach to decarbonisation]
Insights09 Apr 2024
Net-zero stewardship: an engagement-led approach to decarbonisation

                    Active ownership is a key part of meeting net-zero goals. We discuss how we help companies on their decarbonisation journey. 
                

2 min Read
    



[image: Global mid-caps: postcard from the USA ]
Insights08 Apr 2024
Global mid-caps: postcard from the USA 

                    Read our very own Anjli Shah’s insights from her recent trip to the US. This includes politics, the economy and companies that impressed. 
                

3 min Read
    



[image: Can emerging markets leapfrog developed economies?]
Insights04 Apr 2024
Can emerging markets leapfrog developed economies?

                    Emerging markets are underpinned by strong fundamentals and undemanding valuations and are likely to be supported by US rate cuts, which are expected to start some time in 2024.
                

4 min Read
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Insights02 Apr 2024
Following cashflows from China to Chile

                    In the latest episode of the Emerging Market Equities Podcast, Nick is joined by Matt Williams to explore the world of emerging markets (EM) through an income lens. 
                

22 min Listen
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Insights02 Apr 2024
The Investment Outlook - Introduction and House View

                    Our latest House View provides the perfect context for four new articles looking at some of the issues behind the headlines affecting investors.
                

2 min Read
    



[image: Equity: Why it may be time to consider small and mid-sized companies for your Article 9 investment]
Insights28 Mar 2024
Equity: Why it may be time to consider small and mid-sized companies for your Article 9 investment

                    Amid expectations of central bank interest-rate cuts later this year, we think there are compelling arguments for why the outlook for small and mid-sized companies is looking up and why smaller companies can often make sense on sustainability grounds.
                

4 min Read
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Insights28 Mar 2024
Macro: Central bank inflation campaign reaches last mile

                    With the end in sight for the inflation fight, will the ‘last mile’ prove the hardest? Let’s look at the implications for growth and monetary policy, as well as the range of potential outcomes.
                

3 min Read
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Insights28 Mar 2024
Fixed Income: How a monetary policy tool could unsettle markets

                    The US Federal Reserve’s Overnight Reserve Repurchase (ON RRP) facility could run out in the next few months, and concerns are emerging over the potential impact on financial markets with the US central bank maintaining restrictive monetary policies to rein in Covid-era stimulus.
                

3 min Read
    




View all articles
Global Macro Research


[image: Podcast: Are we in a more volatile world for inflation?]
Global Macro Research22 Mar 2024
Podcast: Are we in a more volatile world for inflation?

                    Paul Diggle and Luke Bartholomew discuss why higher inflation volatility may be here to stay.
                

24 min Listen
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Global Macro Research13 Mar 2024
Global Economic Outlook: The last mile

                    Central banks have so far waged a successful campaign against inflation. But with the end in sight, will the ‘last mile’ be the toughest to cross? We examine the implications for growth and monetary policy, as well as the range of potential outcomes. 
                

4 min Read
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Global Macro Research07 Mar 2024
Macro Bytes: Will China hit its new growth target?

                    This episode of our podcast discusses the current challenges and opportunities facing the Chinese economy. 
                

28 min Listen
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Global Macro Research06 Mar 2024
The Monthly Macro Outlook Video: Tackling the last mile of inflation.

                    In our Monthly Macro video for March, Luke Bartholomew, Senior Economist, looks at whether the final stage of the battle against inflation will prove to be the hardest.  
                

4 min Watch
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Global Macro Research06 Mar 2024
UK Spring Budget 2024: Still searching for a rabbit

                    Chancellor Jeremy Hunt left little in the way of surprises in a mostly pre-announced budget. The focus on voter-friendly tax cuts continues, with fiscal stimulus providing around a 0.3% boost to GDP growth through supply-side improvements. But little fiscal headroom and largely unrealistic assumptions of future spending cuts will create a very difficult fiscal inheritance for the next government.
                

1 min Read
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US outlook update: Coming in to land?

                    We now expect the US economy to achieve a soft landing this year. But the  economy is not completely out of the danger zone, with the risk of a sharper slowdown higher than normal.
                

1 min Read
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Monitoring the Japanese wage-price cycle

                    The market seems geared up for the Bank of Japan (BoJ) to scrap yield curve control (YCC) and negative rates (NIRP) this year. But communication over timing remains unclear. And there are even doubts about the sustainability of Japan’s exit from disinflation over the medium term. We break down the waymarks to watch for any policy shift.
                

1 min Read
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Macro Bytes: Will the last mile of inflation be the hardest?

                    In this episode, we discuss the rising US inflation in January and the challenges of bringing inflation back to the target.
                

32 min Listen
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Important information



Investment involves risk. The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up and an investor may get back less than the amount invested.

This is for information purposes and should not be considered as an offer, investment recommendation, or solicitation to deal in any of the investments mentioned herein. Any information, opinions or data herein do not constitute investment, legal, tax or other advice and should not be relied upon in making an investment or other decision. Past performance is not a guide to future results. Any projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future events or performance of countries, markets or companies are not necessarily indicative of, and may differ from, actual events or results.

Third party websites provided by hyperlinks on this website are completely beyond the control of abrdn Group. Accordingly, abrdn Group accepts no responsibility for the accuracy, completeness and legality of the contents of such third party website, or for any offers, services and products contained therein.

The information contained on the pages of this website is available in the following countries/regions and issued by the respective abrdn Group members. abrdn Group comprises abrdn plc and its subsidiaries.

Australia and New Zealand: abrdn Oceania Pty Ltd (ABN 35 666 571 268) is a Corporate Authorised Representative (CAR No. 001304153) of AFSL Holders MSC Advisory Pty Ltd, ACN 607 459 441, AFSL No. 480649 and Melbourne Securities Corporation Limited, ACN 160 326 545, AFSL No. 428289. In New Zealand, this material is provided for information purposes only. It is intended only for wholesale investors as defined in the Financial Markets Conduct Act (New Zealand).

Hong Kong: abrdn Hong Kong Limited. This website has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission. This website is for Professional Investors only, as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap.571 of the Laws of Hong Kong) and any rules made under that Ordinance.

Japan: abrdn Japan Limited, Financial Instruments Firm: Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Kinsho) No.320, Membership: Japan Investment Advisers Association, The Investment Trusts Association, Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association

Malaysia: abrdn Malaysia Sdn Bhd, Company Number: 200501013266  (690313-D). This website has not been reviewed by the Securities Commission of Malaysia. 

Singapore: abrdn Asia Limited, Registration Number 199105448E.

Thailand: Aberdeen Asset Management (Thailand) Limited.










